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Well-designed mitigation strategies need routine security 
tests. The best tests simulate the techniques and methods of 
an intruder. By encouraging students to use the same tools, 
techniques, and mindset as a hacker, we level the playing field 
for defenders. At Offensive Security, we teach that offense is 
the best defense.

OffSec’s curriculum isn’t just about technical skill, although 
we do develop that with rigorous training. We also challenge 
our students to Try Harder. This means developing a growth 
mindset, engaging critical thinking skills, and overcoming 
unforeseen obstacles.

From The Creators

Offensive Security have defined the standard of excellence in 
penetration testing training. Elite security instructors teach our 
intense training scenarios and exceptional course material.

The same expert security professionals that designed Kali 
Linux developed our courses. These professionals leverage 
their own real-world penetration testing experience to ensure 
an unwavering focus on the practical applicability of course 
materials.

Approach

 Of Kali Linux

An Offensive 

From The Creators
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Fundamental 100-level content 
will prepare students for our 
advanced level courses.

Learn Fundamentals

Gain access to a year of lab 
access plus two exam attempts 
for one selected course.

Learn One

Unlock all OffSec Training 
Library courses plus unlimited 
exam attempts for one year.

Learn Unlimited
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Learn Fundamentals
Topics

Learn about Topics intro to 
Intel Assembly, Intro to ARM, 
Intro to WINdbG and Intro to 
Analysis with IDA Pro. E
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Learn about Topics like web 
application basics, an 
introduction to cryptography 
and working with shells. P
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Learn about Topics in Cloud 
Security like Containers, 
Kubernetes and Cloud 
Architecture Security. C
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Learn about Topics like the 
SOC management process, 
enterprise architecture and 
Windows logging. S
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Learn about Topics like 
secure coding, web attacker 
methodology and input 
validation. W
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Wireless Attacks introduces 
students to the skills needed 
to audit and secure wireless 
devices.

A Kali Linux Certified Profes-
sional (KLCP) is a power user 
of the Kali Linux penetration 
testing platform. 
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Technovalley AKS is one name that counts in the success stories of hundreds 
and thousands of IT professionals in India as well as abroad. We have polished 
the pebbles and presented a pool of talents to the  corporate world since our 
foundation as Technovalley Software India Pvt. Ltd., a promising and 
professional software development and consultancy services company in the 
country. Over the years, we have paved the path for an
uncountable number of interns to achieve new heights in their
careers. It is evident from our partnering initiatives with big brands and
corporate giants like Microsoft, Red Hat, AWS, Offensive Security, 
CompTIA, EC-Council, IBM, Pearson, VMware and Cisco.

We have a global reach with worldwide consulting contracts that is more 
focused in Saudi Arabia, the United Arab of Emirates (UAE), Qatar and other 
nations in the Middle East zone where demand for data science, cloud 
computing, cyber security, networking, digital marketing, Python 
programming, robotics and Artificial Intelligence executives is extremely high. 
We hold a good reputation among hiring consultants and corporate giants due 
to our international standard and rational selection procedure of candidates.

We provide IT consulting to interns based on their requirements and make 
them job-ready in a very short span of time. We charge no fee or 
commission for placements, but we do encourage them to bear the cost of 
their internship expenses as we offer state-of-the-art infrastructure and 
experienced faculties to upskill them and simultaneously make them highly 
competitive in the job market.

At Technovalley AKS, we oblige to the IT Policy 2017 of the Government of 
Kerala as we are based in the same state and strictly follow the 
governmental guidelines for all our consultation services offered to interns. All 
our IT programs and consultancy services abide by the law of the land.

We have hired highly experienced faculties to carve the generation with the 
required skill sets and help job seekers to leap forward in their careers. 
The programs covered here include Cyber Security, Cyber Security, 
Information Security, Computer Security, Python Programming, Digital 
Marketing, Data Science, Cloud Computing, Digital Marketing, Robotics, 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Networking, ERPS, e-governance Consulting, Mobile 
Application Developments (apps development) and several more in the IT 
segment.
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Technovalley Software India Pvt Ltd, Level 4, 
ATS Grand, Opposite Highway Garden, 
Bypass, Edapally , Ernakulam, 682024

+91 484 414 0100 / +91 484 414 0111 +91 9745927777   |  +91 9745137777

info@technovalley.co.in

www.technovalley-aks.com
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